These Rules provide the dress code, appearance and association procedure of the student of Universiti Malaysia Pahang and the punishments for the disobedience of these Rules.

IN exercise of the powers conferred under Rules 26 of the Universiti Malaysia Pahang (Discipline Of Students) Rules 2008, the Vice Chancellor makes the following rules:

PART I
PRELIMINARY

Citation and Effective Date
(1) These orders may be cited as the Universiti Malaysia Pahang (Procedure Of Students Dress Code, Appearance And Association) Orders 2008.
(2) The effective date of the orders shall be the date issued by the Vice Chancellor.

Application
(1) Subject to the effective date, these.. orders shall be applied to all student of the University.
(2) All orders made by the Vice Chancellor prior the effective date shall be revoked and invalid.

Interpretation
In these orders, unless the context otherwise requires-
“Act” means Universities and University Colleges Act 1971 [Act 30];
“Disciplinary authority” is as defined under section 2 of the Rules;
“Employee” means any employee as defined under section 2 of the Rules;
“Student” means any student as defined under section 2 of the Act;
“Vice-Chancellor” means the Vice Chancellor of the University and includes any authorized person appointed by the Vice Chancellor to be act on his behalf.

PART II
ENFORCEMENT

General Enforcement
(1) It shall be the responsibility of all employee to ensure that the restriction these orders is strictly observed by the student.
(2) Subject to Order 4 (1), an employee is allowed to warn the disobedience resident and where the employee is not authorized as Disciplinary Officer, he may, in order to compound the resident, refer and report such cases to the nearest Disciplinary Officer.

The power of the Disciplinary Officer
The employee who is authorized as Disciplinary Officer by the Disciplinary Authority may issue the compound to the disobedience students.

PART III
DRESS CODE AND APPEARANCE PROCEDURE

General Dress Code And Appearance Procedure
(1) A student, within the Campus area, must at all time wearing the proper and decent dress code which reflect the image of the student of the University.

(2) Student's identity shall be attached and displayed at all material time within the Campus area.

(3) A student shall be prohibited from wearing any clothes, accessory or excessive or strange ornament, includes placing tattoo, piercing any part of the body, untidy or colouring nails, except for the medical purposes or on religious and/or traditional grounds.

that may indicate any unauthorized society or group, except with the written approval of the University authority. No student shall be allowed, through his attire in the form of designs, pattern or image provoked any sensitivity of any races or religion and violate the law of the Country and that may tarnish the image of Islam as the formal religion of the state.

(5) Jeans are not allowed to be worn except on nonformal occasions and during physical activities such as sports or recreation, provided they are not tight-fitting, multicoloured, faded, fancy in design, torn or with patches.

(6) A student shall be permitted to wear national clothes, subject always the clothes is decent and proper and shall not against these Orders.

Dress Code And Appearance Procedure Of The Male Students

(1) A male student shall wear a proper and decent formal clothes for attending any lecture, tutorial, examination or attending any event or formal activities or within the administration or academic premises or while dealing with any department or employee of the University.

(2) A student is allowed to wear shirts and collared T-shirts are allowed to be worn when attending classes. Except for bush jackets, properly-buttoned Baju Melayu, batik shirts and other proper national suits, the shirts and collared T-shirts should be tucked in the trousers at all material times.

(3) T-shirts of all kinds are not allowed to be worn during formal University functions and other formal activities unless expressly allowed by the authorities for certain specific functions.

(4) A student shall be prohibited from wearing any necklace or bangles for instance except for the medical purposes or on religious and/or traditional grounds.

(5) A student shall, at all material time, keep the hair neat and tidy. The length of hair shall not reach the collar and unusual and colouring hair style is strictly not allowed.

(6) The attire of a male student shall not resemble that of the women’s and vice versa

Dress Code And Appearance Procedure Of The Female Student

(1) A female student shall use a decent and neat clothes in attending lectures, classes or tutorial or in dealing with any, departments or any employee of the University or while in the area of the University.

(2) For the purpose of the Order 8 (1), a female student is prohibited from wearing the sleeveless, a tight-fitting, body hugging or short clothes. Pants should not be tight fitting or figure hugging; they should be loose and cover the ankles. Fitted or short pants or any clothes mentioned under Order 6 (5) are strictly prohibited.

(3) An Islamic female student shall wear clothes that properly cover the au rah (as provided under the Syariah). Save for the face and the palm the attire should cover the whole body. Any form of clothing that covers the face is prohibited.

(4) No excessive or unusual make-up, accessories, or ornament is allowed.

(5) Except for the student that wearing ‘tudung’ a student shall at all material time keep their hair neat and tidy while attending lectures, classes or tutorials or in attending any formal event or activities of the University. A female student is prohibited from colouring their hair.

(6) The attire of a female student shall not resemble that of the men’s and vice versa

Dress Code And Appearance Procedure Of The Male Student For Attending Sport And Recreation Activities

(1) A student shall wear proper attire in attending sport and recreation activities and shall take into account the factor of safety and decency.
(2) Without a prejudice to the Order 10 (1), a student shall wear a sleeve shirt when attending the sport and recreation activities and the pants shall at least reach the knee.

(3) Any student which involve in any sport and recreation activities of the University or organize by the external organizer but with the written consent from the Vice-Chancellor, is considered attending the formal event and activities of the University and shall be subjected to the Order 9 of these Orders.

(4) Any disobedience to any provision under these orders is considered as disciplinary offences and disobedience student shall be compounded not exceeding fifty ringgit by the Disciplinary Officer.

**Dress Code And Appearance Procedure Of The Female Student For Attending Sport And Recreation Activities**

(1) A student shall wear proper clothes in attending sport and recreation activities and take into account the factor of safety and decency.

(2) Without prejudice to the Order 11 (1), a student shall wear a long sleeve shirt when attending the sport and recreation activities and the pants shall reach the ankle. Wearing a singlet or short pants during the sport or recreation activities is strictly prohibited.

(3) Any student which involve in any sport and recreation activities of the University or organize by the external organizer but with the written consent from the Vice-Chancellor, is considered attending the formal event and activities of the University and shall be subjected to the Order 9 of these Orders.

(4) Any disobedience to any provision under these orders is considered as disciplinary offences and disobedience student shall be compounded not exceeding fifty ringgit by the Disciplinary Officer.

**PART IV PROCEDURE OF ASSOCIATION**

(1) A student shall at all material time, in or outside of the Campus, as a registered student of the University or as a person, protect the honour, decency and behavior and shall not doing any act that may harmful the image and the good name of the University, morale, behavior, ethical value and etiquette.

(2) A student in the same or in an opposite sexes is prohibited from doing any suspicious act or create any situation that may arise any doubt either in a public or private area in or outside the Campus.

(3) A student shall not be in any area that has been provided exclusively for a specific gender.

(4) Any disobedience to any provision under these orders is considered as disciplinary offences and disobedience student shall be compounded not exceeding fifty ringgit by the Disciplinary Officer.

**PART V GENERAL**

**Disobedience**

(1) Any disobedience to any provision under these orders is considered as disciplinary offences and disobedience student shall be compounded not exceeding fifty ringgit by the Disciplinary Officer.

(2) For the purpose of these orders, Rules 27 and Rules 72 of the Rules shall be applicable and enforceable.

**Provision under these orders shall not reduce the power and provision under the Rules etc.**

Nothing under these orders shall reduce the power and provision provided under the Rules, Act or any written law.

**The power of Vice Chancellor for any amendment**

The Vice Chancellor may, from time to time, as he may deem necessary to make any amendment in relation to these orders.

Dated on 09th Jun 2008
Prof Dato' Dr. Daing Nasir Ibrahim  
Vice Chancellor  
Universiti Malaysia Pahang  

Direkabentuk oleh Muhammad Amiruddin bin Adnan